
I am Strong Than Anxiety by Elizabeth Cole 
Everyone Feels Anxious Sometimes by
Daniela Owen  
A Little Spot of Anxiety by Diane Alber  
Ruby Finds a Worry by Tom Percival 
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The best way to help kids overcome anxiety is to
help them learn to tolerate it as well as they can.

Recognizing body signals, origin of fear and
creating a list of coping strategies is helpful when

anxiety pops up. 

Helping Your Student Cope
with Anxiety

Mia Morales
mia.morales@santeesd.net

619-956-5207

The counseling department
delivered 30 lessons during

September to grades TK-6th.
Below is a list of topics

covered:

2nd/3rd
-Goal Setting 
-Choices and Consequences 

TK-1st: 
-Identifying Feelings 
-Predicting feelings

4th/5th
-SMART Goals/ Goal Setting

6th
-Identifying Strengths

Avoid Asking Leading Questions
Encourage your child to talk about their feelings, but try
not to ask leading questions: "Are you anxious about
the big test?” Instead, ask open-ended questions: "How
are you feeling about your test?"

Respect Feelings, but don't empower them
Validating feelings doesn't mean agreeing with them.
You want to listen and be empathetic, help them
understand what they’re anxious about, and encourage
them to feel that they can face their fears.  “I know
you’re scared, and that’s okay, and I’m here, and I’m
going to help you get through this.”

Model Healthy Ways of Handling Anxiety
Let kids hear or see you managing anxiety calmly,
tolerating it and feeling good about getting through it.
Creating a common family coping skill is helpful. 

Help During an Anxious Moment
Quietly sit with them and offer calm physical
reassurance: "You are safe." Encourage use of 5
senses and model deep breathing. Avoid reasoning
with child while they are experiencing panic. Once
calm, review what triggered the response. 
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